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1922 was one of the greatest years in the history of the "American" Giant Homer Association. For the 
first time, the N.P.A. divided the entire Grand National Pigeon Show into two big divisions --- Utility and 
Fancy. Sixteen breeds were listed as Utility --- those breeds that could be used for squab raising; 
however, should any specialty club or group representing a particular breed desire to have their breed 
transferred to the fancy classes, the N .P.A. would be glad to accede to their wishes. I t  is right here that 
breeders of Homers began to believe that their favorite breed could Be Fit For The Show Room and also 
Out-Produce Any Other Pigeon On Earth. 

In the first year that the Homer was classified as on the top utility breeds, its specific National Show 
Class was called the Jumbo Squab Homer --- and was divided into seven color classes: White Jumbo 
Homers, Black Jumbo Homers, Blue or Silver Jumbo Homers, Red or Yellow Jumbo Homers, Black or  
Blue Cheques, Red or Yellow Cheques, and AOC Jumbo Homers. This action by the N.P.A. represents 
the first time that the Homer possessed a color classification status. NOW - we have thirteen color 
classes with multiple variations within each class -- except White. 

Following the naming of the Homer in 1922 as the Jumbo Squab Homer by the N.P.A., a number of 
other names for the same bird began to appear -- all stressing "SIZE'' and high-production capabilities. 
In 1923 and 1924, the Springfield Squab Farm, in Springfield, New Jersey, called the Bird the "Large 
Homer". Paul Hemple, of BeUview, Illinois, was starting to sell Mammoth White Homers as "Super 
Squabbing Birds". Then, finally, in 1925, a former name arose again -- the Jumbo Homer. P.H. Kipp, of 
Chicago, Illinois, was selling Jumbo Homers and saying, "If you want good, fast breeders•·· the kind that 
raises large squabs, I can supply you in mated pairs." 

The names for the Bird of this article, during the first eight years of its life, were actually all relatively 
short-lived: Squab-breeding Pigeon, Classy Flying Utility Bird, Squab Breeder, Squab- Breeding Homer, 
Large Homer, Working Homer, Super Squab Producer, Jumbo Homer, Jumbo Squab Homer, 
:Mammoth Homer, and some others thrown in from time to time as  individual breeders praised the 
qualities of their birds --- trying to advertise the super characteristics of this purely American creation. 

Eventually, the pigeon world settled on a descriptive term for the Bird which carried more of an "air of 
respectability" without the exaggeration expressed by many of the other names it had been called. In 
1926 and 1927, one more term came into common use which has remained to this day --- the Giant 
Homer. 

C.F. Hober, a charter officer of the "American" Giant Homer Association was seJJing bis Giants -- not
specifically as squabbers, but simply as Giant Homers. From this point on the Bird began to assume a 
new nature - that of being a bird for Exhibition purposes, instead of being solely a big bird which 
produced big squabs. 

Wm. P. Gray, first "American" Giant Homer Association Secretary-Treasurer, a White King breeder 
for many years, continued to breed his White Kings for five years after beginning to develop his world 
famous strain of White Giant Homers. Then, in 1923, he sold his whole loft of sixty White King breeders 
for $250.00 and went wholeheartedly into Giant Homers. 

About the same time a Gray, W.E. Kain, of Middletown, Pennsylvania, sold all of bis Carneaux, 
Maltese, and Mondaines but continued to raise Giant Homers exclusively. W.E. Kain was to become one 
of the outstanding pioneers of the more Modern Giant Homer. 
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